
Last Thursday, the Presidential Commission Against Climate Change
was installed, with the participation of representatives of the
ministries of the Bolivarian Government (More info pag. 2).
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This Friday, at the Military
Academy of the Bolivarian
National Guard (Amgnb), in
Fort Tiuna, Caracas, the
Congress of Services, Capital
District chapter, was installed.

The activation was in charge
of the Vice President of Public
Works and Services, G/J Néstor
Reverol, who is also Minister of
Popular Power for Electric
Energy; the president of the
Permanent Commission of
Administration and Services of
the National Assembly (AN),
William Gil; the mayor of
Caracas, A/J Carmen
Meléndez and the Head of
Government of the Capital
District, Nahúm Fernández.

In addition, the minister of the
People´s Power for
Ecosocialism, Josué Lorca;
Transportation, Hipólito Abreu;
Attention to the Waters, G/D
Rodolfo Marcos Torres; Public
Works, G/D Raúl Paredes;
Telephones of Venezuela
Limited Company (Cantv),
M/G Jesús Aldana and
Petróleos de Venezuela
Limited Company ( PDVSA )
Communal Gas, Caryl Bertho.

During the meeting, a work
table was held, in which the
topics of action for the
development of each of the
territories in the areas of
electricity, drinking water,
domestic gas, solid waste
collection,

telecommunications,
transportation and road.

This National Congress of
Public Services will be
deployed in the 32 parishes of
the Capital District,
guaranteeing a better service
to each of the citizens.

Following the guidelines of the
3R.Nets, instructed by the
President of the Republic,
Nicolás Maduro, this network
of public services called
Renacer, will allow the
construction of solutions that
help address service problems
immediately.

The congress has spread throughout the country
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Last Thursday, the Presidential
Commission Against Climate
Change was installed, with the
participation of representatives
of the ministries of the Bolivarian
Government.

The People's Power Minister for
Ecosocialism , Josué Lorca,
stated that this commission will
be the organizing body
between the national
government and the various
ministries, governors, mayors
and the various public powers.

He indicated that a National
Authority will be established
that, despite the blockade, can
"access funds for all projects
that have to do with
environmental recovery and
restoration".

Lorca recalled that the
Presidential Commission for the
Green Climate Fund was
recently created, which "will

allow us to access funds for all
projects that have to do with
the recovery and environmental
restoration of the country".

The minister indicated that at
the meeting,
the Vice
Ministry for
the
Preservation
of Biodiversity
and Life was
created,
which will
have the
General
Directorate
for
adaptation
and
mitigation to
climate
change and
the creation
of the

National Plans for Adaptation
and Mitigation to the
environmental crisis.

Lorca reported the presentation
of the preliminary draft of the
Climate Change Management
Law to be discussed by this
commission and subsequently
submitted to the President of
the Republic and the National
Assembly.

“The proposal is novel and
comes to complement all the
decisions of the National
Government, so that it is not
only the central government
and the Bolivarian Revolution,
but also private companies and
universities, that are committed
to the care and preservation of
Mother Earth," he assured.

They will present to the AN a preliminary draft of the Climate Change Management
Law

Various institutions make up the commission
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On the occasion of
commemorating the Day of the
Forest Combatant in the state of
Aragua, the Ministry of People's
Power for Ecosocialism ( Minec ),
the Sectoral Vice Presidency of
Citizen Security and the
Governor's Office of the entity,
inaugurated the Forest Fire Station
"Cap /B Alirio de Jesús Quintero”
Las Cocuizas, in the Henri Pittier
National Park, located in the
Girardot municipality.

A mass preceded the tour of the
authorities through the modern
structure of 410 square meters,
which was conceived, equipped
with all the services, and
equipped for the
accommodation and
permanence of the local
firefighters.

The head of Ecosocialism, Josué
Lorca, during the opening
ceremony, delivered three
upgraded vehicles: a
multipurpose unit, a truck for
suppression of forest fires with a
capacity of 10,000 liters of water,

and a
vehicle
for
suppressi
on of
forest
fires, with
a
capacity
of 14
thousand
liters of
water.

Likewise,
the Vice
President
of Citizen
Security

and Minister of the Interior, Justice
and Peace, A/J Remigio Ceballos
Ichaso , provided four enduro
type motorcycles for immediate
reaction to fires, pre hospital
equipment and personal
protection for firefighters.

In this regard, Minister Lorca
pointed out that "the day has
been very special because we
have made a gigantic effort to
coordinate between the regional
governments, the Legislative
Power and the Executive Power
to hold a joint
session in
which we are
recognizing
the value of
this day of
forest fighters.

“We are
submitting a
proposal for
consideration
so that this
day, which is
a regional
date
distinguished

as the Day of the Forest
Combatant in commemoration
of a tragedy that occurred in
1996, in which seven fellow
'smoke swallowers' volunteers
died, be recognized as the
National Day of the Forest
Fighter,” he said.

"Today we can say that the
Aragua state is safe and armored
to build ecosocialism, while
preventing forest fires", he said.

He recalled that "the Firefighters
Law brings together all the
firefighters and rescuers in the
country, and what we want is to
bring order in accordance with
the law that was signed in 2015
by President Maduro".

“We are organizing ourselves to
strengthen the Risk Management
System and we are moving
towards its empowerment. Here
we are delivering a significant
amount of materials. In addition,
damaged equipment such as
rescue respirators has begun to
be repaired,” he said.

Ministers Lorca and Ceballos inaugurated the space

The activity commemorated the day of the forest combatant
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The Bolivarian Republic of
Venezuela ratified its
commitment to the
preservation of life on the
planet, at the V Assembly of
the United Nations for the
Environment UNEA5, which
was held in the city of Nairobi,
capital of Kenya.

On the occasion of the 50th
anniversary of the creation of
the United Nations Environment
Program (UNEP), the meeting
was held in the African city on
March 3th and 4th, in pursuit of
"Strengthening UNEP for the
implementation of the
environmental dimension in the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development".

The Venezuelan delegation
announced that important
resolutions on environmental
matters were adopted, among
which the historic approval of
working on the creation of a
legally binding instrument to
combat pollution produced by
plastic stands out.

The representative of
Venezuela, Jesús Manzanilla,
stated that "unilateral coercive
measures are anachronistic
and antagonistic to
multilateralism. Their
eradication cannot be
postponed in order to face the
environmental crisis".

From the Ministry
of Popular Power
for Ecosocialism
(Minec), work
will be
proactively
agreed on a
comprehensive
instrument that
addresses the
life cycle of
plastics, the
promotion of
reusable and
recyclable

materials, capacity building,
scientifictechnical
cooperation, until you manage
to live in harmony with nature.

3,000 people participated in
the sessions in person, 1,500
connected online from 175
Member States of the United
Nations Organization (UN),
including 79 ministers and 17
highlevel officials.

The Assembly adopted 14
resolutions, two declarations
and a decision on the
reduction of pollution and for
the protection and restoration
of nature.

The Venezuelan delegation defended the country's progress in environmental matters

The summit was held in the city of Nairobi, Kenya
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On March 5, at the Teresa
Carreño Theater, President
Nicolás Maduro installed the
5th congress of the United
Socialist Party of Venezuela

(PSUV) and the 4th congress of
its youth, with the presence of
more than 2,200 delegates
from different regions of the
country and social movements
linked to party work.

This congress is held in homage
to Commander Hugo Chávez
within the framework of the
commemoration of the 9th
anniversary of his sowing, for
which a set of tributes and
cultural activities were also
carried out in the facilities of
the Cuartel de la Montaña 4F
as part of scheduled activities.

It is expected that the activities
of this 5th congress of the PSUV
will last until March 8. It should
be noted that the minister of
popular power for
ecosocialism, Josué Lorca,
participates as a full delegate
for the ecosocialist movement,
which is part of the 25 sectoral
movements that are
represented at this congress.

As a very positive balance, the
action of the public servants of
Minec and its attached entities
during the past safe, biosafe and
happy carnivals 2022 can be
described according to the
statistics collected by this body.

More than 340,000 Venezuelans
visited almost 200 natural spaces
in the country, including national
and recreational parks, natural
monuments, beaches, rivers and
zoos. Likewise, more than 1,300
sports, cultural, recreational and
ecological activities were carried
out during the aforementioned
holiday.

Around 12,000
women and men
including park
rangers, tree
guardians, brigades
against climate
change, forest
firefighters, security
officials, social and
ecosocialist
movements were
activated on a
national scale to
preserve natural
spaces and their
visitors, registering a
very high incident rate
low, with just 36 confirmed

incidences of which only one
had a fatal outcom.

The Minec workforce was deployed during the operation

The congress was opened by President Nicolás Maduro
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Emigration is not a new
issue at all, especially in the
countries on the periphery of
the globe. The phenomenon
of human mobility has been
accentuating since the time
of the socalled industrial
revolution, starting
from the mid
eighteenth century,
which led to the
evolution of the
capitalist system to the
socalled
"globalization of
markets" that we live
today. In African
countries, for example,
it is a constant,
emigrants see the
possibility of reaching
Europe, and they try it
convinced that, in
Europe, job
opportunities are
greater. The African
continent has suffered
a true exodus of young
people for decades
due to political,
economic, social,
religious crises and
tribal wars, for these reasons
many risk their lives in the
Mediterranean Sea, in their
attempt to reach the
European continent.

But the latest crisis, and the
most serious that humanity
faces in this third millennium
that we are going through,
goes beyond capital, since it
is about the real possibility of
extinction of the life of all of
us, that is, of humanity: this

crisis is none other than the
climatic one.

Product of the irrationality of
"modern" man who has
claimed "infinite" exploitation
of the earth, its seas, rivers,
forests and ecosystems under

the pretext of the
developmentalist logic of the
modern capitalist system
prevailing today.

Thus, our Mother Earth
responds to such a systemic
maelstrom by abruptly
modifying all of its
environmental settings. Of
course, in the midst of such a
crisis, millions of human
beings and entire populations
are forced to emigrate from

their territories to fight for the
prevalence of their lives, as
well as their living
reproduction:

In 1990 the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) noted that human

migration could be
the most serious
consequence of
climate change.
Millions of people
would have to be
displaced due to the
erosion of the
coastline, the
flooding of the
coastline and the
damage to
agriculture. Since
then, various analysts
have attempted to
estimate the size of
future flows of
climate migrants
(sometimes called
“environmental
refugees”), with most
predictions for the
year 2050 being
around 200 million
people (Brown, 2008.

p 9).

In African countries, such as
Mali and Somalia, migrants
have decided to seek refuge
in neighboring countries in
the direction of Europe and in
both cases, this migratory
flow coincides with years of
drought and desertification,
therefore of poverty and
even hunger; According to a
United Nations report (2021),
through the Office for the
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Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs
(OCHA): "As of
December 17, more
than 3.2 million
people in 66 of the 74
districts of the country
were affected due to
the drought; of which
169,000 were
displaced in search of
water, food and
pasture"1.

The lack of
commitment on the
part of the socalled first
world or industrialized
countries to establish clear
parameters to mitigate the
contemporary climate crisis is
of a worrying nature. Article
number two of the Paris
agreement signed in
November 2016, regarding
global warming, has been
totally breached: "Keep the
increase in global average
temperature well below 2 ºC
with respect to preindustrial
levels , and pursue efforts to
limit this temperature rise to
1.5 °C above preindustrial
levels, recognizing that this
would significantly reduce the
risks and impacts of climate
change” (p3); After our
presentation before
representatives of some two
hundred governments
of the world, our
country honorably
signed the agreement
or, "Glasgow Pact"
during the last summit
on climate change
(COP26), held in
November last year;
Soon new meetings will
come where the heads
of State and
Government of the
world will meet to deal
with these worrying
issues again, since the

current climate crisis, apart
from causing large human
exoduses to other territories
and continents of the world
registered until today; it also
accelerates the extinction of
some species and
ecosystems, it is definitely a
maximum generator of
poverty and misery by
causing desertification and
droughts throughout millions
of kilometers of the globe.

For the survival of the human
species in the future, we must
make humanity more humane
and ecological.
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@@NNiiccoollaassMMaadduurroo

0033//0044//22002222

Let's advance in the recovery of the national minimum
wage based on half a Petro, the salarization of the

bonuses of the working class and the discussion of new
models of collective contracts. For this reason, I

commissioned the Vice President @ delcyrodriguezv to
discuss it with all sectors.

@@NNiiccoollaassMMaadduurroo

0033//0033//22002222

In Venezuela it is produced with export quality, and we
must go down the path of productive diversification to

move forward. Let's continue working for Peace, national
unity, prosperity and the development of the digital

economy. No one beats work!

@@NNiiccoollaassMMaadduurroo

0033//0022//22002222

The main form of war in the world is economic and
commercial, with the indiscriminate use of the advantage

of the imperial financial system against the peoples.
Economic wars must stop! The diplomatic, political path

and preserving Peace, is the way.


